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SYNOPSIS 

 

Journey to the end of a juke-box, the biggest in the world: Naples, a treasure chest of songs, 
indeed a homeland of songs, a legend which starts with the founding myth of muses.  Songs 
and singers, musicians and poets, real and legendary characters are all protagonists of a film 
which crosses one the most beautiful, famous and controversial metropolises in the world, 
one of the very few able to embody an idea of life. 
 
The foreign, but not too foreign, glance of the Italian-American John Turturro traverses the 
city and its music, from the “Canto delle lavandaie del Vomero”, dated 1200, to “Napul’è” by 
Pino Daniele, conjuring distant stories and nearby myths.  The film journeys from nostalgic 
memories to reconstructions, from singing carousels to street voices, from the Neapolitan 
melodramas to video-clips, from the history of songs to the stories songs tell and hide.  Often 
original images of the great voices of a now distant past overlap those of modern performers, 
able to carry on a glorious tradition recreating and renewing it. 
 
Therefore, Mina’s timeless style paves the way to Pietra Montecorvino’s disarming elegance; 
the experimental fascinations of Raiz, Almamegretta and M’Barka Ben Taleb frame the 
moving meeting between Massimo Ranieri and Lina Sastri; among the irresistible 
performances are those of Fiorello and Gennaro Cosmo Parlato, and the musical memories of 
Avion Travel, Peppe Barra and James Senese. 
An exceptional orchestra for a repertoire which speaks of love, sex, jealousy, immigration, 
protest: the gems of the 1800s and the last modern classics of the 1900s are in the hands of 
the conductor Turturro – serious and yet playful -- who, with a complicit and curious glance, 
is looking for the poetic reference of tunes, of their ability to represent the world and travel it, 
thanks to their substantial global essence: Neapolitan but international. 
Each song becomes a small screenplay, an emotional postcard sent from a city and the forces 
driving it: the energy, the dramas, the pride, the ironies. An on top of all this a strong, 
unrelenting sensuousness and the laughter of the mind and of the heart. 
 
From the advent of 78 rpm records to the death of CDs, Neapolitan always finds its way back 
and renews its melody and spell. 
 
 

 
DIRECTOR'S NOTES 

 
I am a music lover who grew up in a non-stop musical household.  I like all kinds of music, 
and spent many a day in my basement, conducting an imaginary orchestra, or gyrating to the 
sounds of James Brown.  I really wanted to be a great dancer, like Fred Astaire, so I've 
danced in every movie I could get away with. 
 
Napoli is one of those places where after fresh air, food, and shelter, music is an essential 
ingredient for the survival of the people.  It was Franceso Rosi, the great Neapolitan director, 
and close friend, who opened a door for me into this world.  After spending five years 
together working on LA TREGUA, adapted from Primo Levi's classic memoir, he suggested I 
explore Eduardo de Filippo's QUESTI FANTASMI.  He thought I had the right sensibility for 
it.  I performed it in New York with my cousin Aida, and Max Casella (who appears in 
PASSIONE).  We were invited to do it in Naples, which was a transforming experience. 
 Performing Eduardo in front of a Neapolitan audience right after the loss of my mother, is an 
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experience I will always treasure.  Their enthusiastic, open reception of their great playwright 
being performed in English, which could have easily backfired, left a lasting impression. 
 
There are places that do something to you, deep down in your unconscious, in your soul. 
 Naples is that for me, as it has been for so many other people in the arts, poets, writers, 
painters, musicians throughout the ages.  I don't know why, but I fell in love with the place. 
 The landscape, the poverty, the pain, the sea, the volcano, the coffee, the danger, the beauty, 
the dirt, the driving, the mystery, the sensuality, the food, the craziness, the irony, and the 
people, most of all, the people.  Its power is big, a melting pot of sound and images.  It 
reminds me of New York, especially in the 70's, but more crushed, like a great pesto. 
 
When I was invited by Carlo Macchitella and Roberto Cicutto to undertake this film exploring 
the music of Napoli, I wondered why they asked me.  I knew they appreciated my film 
ROMANCE & CIGARETTES, but I'm no expert on Neapolitan music, and I had much to learn 
and investigate.  Federico Vacalabre was a valuable guide and teacher, exposing me to the 
wide range of popular music that has come out of this city. 
 
The one song I knew I wanted to include was "Tammuriata Nera" because it's such a unique 
and powerful piece, which many people in other countries have never heard.  I spent over a 
year and a half listening to the music.  In the end, I followed my instincts, keeping my ears 
opened to all the people who worked with me, letting the music and the artists lead us.  I tried 
to see if I could understand in a small way, a little bit of the soul of Napoli, at the same time 
killing the cliches about it.  My goal is to have made a film that will speak to an Italian 
audience, and travel beyond, throughout the world, like the music did in the past.  A musical 
adventure, that comes out of the people, the walls that surround them, and the land they 
inhabit.  The performers, some from Napoli and some from abroad, are not just singers in the 
film, but storytellers.  The talent I encountered was surprising, inspiring, generous, and 
moving. 
 
The film is a true collaboration, between me, the performers, the director of cinematography 
Marco Pontecorvo, and the mama of the film, our editor, Simona Paggi.  I hope we have 
caught something unique...  Now it's up to you to decide.  Take our little gift, like a fish 
wrapped in newspaper, and open it gently. 
 

John Turturro 
(also known as Giuà) 

 
 
 

JOHN TURTURRO 
 
John Turturro studied at the Yale School of Drama and for his theatrical debut created the 
title role of John Patrick Shanley’s “Danny and the Deep Blue Sea” for which he won an Obie 
Award and a Theatre World Award.  Since then he has performed on stage in many 
productions including “Waiting for Godot,” in the title role of Bertold Brecht’s “The Resistible 
Rise of Arturo Ui,” and Eduardo De Filippo’s “Souls of Naples,” for which he was nominated 
for a Drama Desk Award.  He recently appeared as Hamm in “Endgame,” at BAM in the 
spring of 2008. 
For his work on television, Turturro was nominated for a SAG Award for his work in the role 
of Billy Martin in “The Bronx is Burning” in 2008 and for his portrayal of Howard Cosell in 
“Monday Night Mayhem” in 2003.  In 2004 he won an Emmy for his guest appearance on the 
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hit series “Monk.” 
 
Turturro has performed in more than 70 films, including Martin Scorcese’s “The Color of 
Money,” Tony Bill’s “Five Corners,” Spike Lee’s “Do the Right Thing,” “Jungle Fever,” and 
“Mo’ Better Blues,” Robert Redford’s “Quiz Show,” Peter Weir’s “Fearless,” Tom DiCillo’s 
“Box of Moonlight,” Alison Anders’ “Grace of My Heart,” as Primo Levi in Francesco Rosi’s 
“La Tregua,” and Joel and Ethan Coen’s “Miller’s Crossing,” “The Big Lebowski” and “O 
Brother, Where Art Thou”.  For his lead role in the Coen Brothers’ “Barton Fink,” he won the 
Best Actor Award at the Cannes Film Festival and the David D. Donatello Award.  Other films 
include Robert De Niro’s “The Good Shepherd”, John Dahl’s “Rounders,” Sally Potter’s “The 
Man Who Cried,” Barry Levinson’s “What Just Happened?”, “You Don’t Mess with Zohan” 
and “Mister Deeds” with Adam Sandler Michael Bay’s “Transformers” films, and as the Rat 
King in Andrei Konchalovsky’s soon-to-be-released “The Nutcracker.” 
 
He has directed three other films; for his directorial debut, “Mac,” Turturro won the Camera 
d’Or from the Cannes Film Festival.  His second film, “Illuminata” was in official competition 
at Cannes in 1997, and his third film, “Romance & Cigarettes,” debuted at in official 
competition in Venice in 2005.  John is very pleased to be back, with his new film, 
“Passione.” 
 

 
THE PERFORMERS OF “PASSIONE” 

 
 
MINA 
 
An artist who often incorporates the sound of Naples.  The film opens with her version of 
“Carmela”.  It is a tribute to a voice and a city which do not lose their magic. 
 
 
SPAKKA-NEAPOLIS 55 
 
A band who can boast important International credits such as albums published by Real 
World, Peter Gabriel’s and Manu Chao’s records.  Their songs have been included in the 
soundtracks to “The Sopranos” the BBC series, “The Long Way Down”.  They have played 
concerts spanning Europe, America and Japan.  "Passione" offers the opportunity to 
rediscover, or discover for the first time, a corner of Naples around the world. 
 
 
 
 
AVION TRAVEL 
 
This “small orchestra” brings around the world a sweet recipe of rock, jazz, contemporary 
music, theater pieces and film music, with unmatched instrumental virtuosity and the stage 
presence of Peppe Servillo, a talking mime.  
 
 
MISIA 
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A star of Portuguese music.  She renewed fado – the most popular national singing form – 
with her experimental pioneering spirit. Her albums have been released and applauded in 
concert in Spain, France, Germany and Asian countries. She is an artist of geographical and 
musical journeys, having explored many musical traditions around the world, among them 
the Neapolitan tradition. which recently garnered her the “Carosone Award” for the best 
foreign performance of Neapolitan music. 
 
 
PIETRA MONTECORVINO 
 
Her rare, unmistakable, original voice gives a blues timbre to the Mediterranean sound.  The 
close collaboration with Eugenio Bennato brings together power and sophistication, pathos 
and patient musical research. Her version of “Comme Facette Mammeta” is both a skilful 
experimental work and a pop jewel. 
 
 
MASSIMO RANIERI 
 
His performance of “Malafemmena” in the film together with Lina Sastri is enough to show 
two essential qualities: wisdom and lightness. They can well summarize the career of one of 
the most multi-faceted, admired and loved artists on the Italian stage.  
 
 
LINA SASTRI 
 
Another special and original presence in Italy.  She has been on the most diverse stages, from 
street theaters to the most famous venues.  She has acted with Eduardo and Peppino De 
Filippo, with Patroni Griffi, and she left the mark of her eyes in the frames taken by Loy, 
Moretti, Lizzani, and Giuseppe Bertolucci.  In her recitals she brings the voice, the notes, and 
the physical features of a universal and very personal Naples. 
 
 
M’BARKA BEN TALEB 
 
One of the most important Tunisian singers.  She has lived in Italy since 1989 and 
collaborated with Tony Esposito and later in two albums with Eugenio Bennato, making her 
solo debut in 2005.  Her work enhances the close connection between two great 
Mediterranean cultures, combining ancient Arab songs and classic songs of Neapolitan music 
together with modern neo-melodic sounds.  She is one of the revelations of the movie both in 
terms of her charm and her talent. 
 
GENNARO COSMO PARLATO 
 
With a voice of a tenor, his interest for different musical genres ranges from the classics of 
the Neapolitan song to those of the ’80s, from dance music to Caribbean.  All of this together 
with a typical histrionic verve make up Gennaro Cosmo Parlato’s greatness. His face and his 
voice have become famous thanks to Piero Chiambretti's television programme, Markette. 
 He has written songs for Rettore, Fiordaliso, and Mina, and is an amazing performer of his 
own songs and covers of Culture Club, Cyndi Lauper, Berté, Loretta Goggi, Madonna, Queen. 
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PEPPE BARRA 
 
An actor, singer, and musician, Barra has been one of the main protagonists of La Nuova 
Compagnia di Canto Popolare, a fundamental experience of the Neapolitan and Italian 
culture.  With his unique voice and mime, he has played such masterpieces as “La Gatta 
Cenerentola” and “La cantata dei pastori” by Maestro De Simone.  The combination of 
theater and music continued very successfully with Maurizio Scaparro and with his own 
company.  In the ’90s an amazing record release made it possible for this artist to take an 
important position in the most authentic world music, thanks to his interest for the most 
varied music languages and his poetic awareness of modern time issues. 
 
 
ANGELA LUCE 
 
A wonderful singer and an outstanding actress.  More than 100 performances of hers are kept 
in the Historical Archives of Neapolitan Songs.  She has acted in movies by Pasolini, Visconti, 
and Zeffirelli, starring opposite Totò, Eduardo, Aldo Fabrizi, and Mastroianni.  She won the 
“David di Donatello” award for her performance in "L’amore Molesto", by Mario Martone; 
one of the many awards which have rewarded the top quality of her art. 
 
 
MAX CASELLA 
 
A higly versitile American actor of Neapolitan origins, Casella had early success in the States 
on the series “Doogie Howser, M.D.”  More recently he appeared in another classic U.S. 
series, “The Sopranos”.  His performance on Broadway in "The Lion King" earned him a 
Theatre World Award, and a Drama Desk Nomination.  He starred with John Turturro in 
"Souls of Naples", in the Brooklyn Academy of Music's production of "Endgame", and again 
more recently in Teatro Stabile's production of "Fiabe Italiane".  Max is one of our secret 
weapons in the film. 
 
 
ALMAMEGRETTA 
 
One of the best bands in the new music wave in Italy in the ’90s, with a project that brings the 
Neapolitan language and tradition together with electronic, dub and funky influences; a mix 
which can capture and engage different types of experiences and listeners such as Pino 
Daniele, Mauro Pagani and Massive Attack. 
 
RAIZ 
 
The charismatic voice of Almamegretta, who continues to embody also in his project as solo 
singer the biting and poetic soul of Naples as metaphor of meeting point of cultures which are 
only apparently foreign, such as the Neapolitan, the Arabic and the Anglo-American ones.  
 
 
FAUSTO CIGLIANO 
 
A very sophisticated singer and guitar player, Cigliano enjoyed great popularity between the 
’50s and the ’60s, achieving important successes at the Naples and Sanremo Festivals.  Some 
of the hits he has written have become classics. In the mid ‘60s he established a duo with 
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Mario Gangi, which researched and rewrote traditional Neapolitan music, becoming famous 
all over the world.  As seen in the film, his “Catarì” is a moment of rare, contemplative 
beauty. 
 
 
JAMES SENESE 
 
His saxophone playing is enjoyed and appreciated by even those not fond of jazz.  With his 
band, “Napoli Centrale”, and the super-band which cooperated to the music of Pino Daniele’s 
first records, he contributed to spreading the myth of Naples as a city connected to America 
and to the world not only by the sea but by music.  His vocal and saxophone rendition of the 
song "Passione" is a centerpiece of the film. 
 
 
FIORELLO 
 
Left to the talent of a unique performer, “Caravan Petrol” becomes an unprecedented literary 
translation of itself made with a bit of irony, and shows us a hilarious dancing contest 
between two unrestrainable dancing talents: Fiorello’s and John Turturro’s. 
 
 
FIORENZA CALOGERO, DANIELA FIORENTINO, LORENA TAMAGGIO 
 
Playing with history: three very young voices are entrusted with the most ancient song in the 
film's repertoire and one of the most ancient in the whole Neapolitan tradition, almost having 
marked the birth of that very tradition: the song dates back to 1200. The visual effect is laden 
with echoes celebrating a mythology and its first steps.   
 
 
ENZO AVITABILE 
 
A cultured and popular musician in the truest meaning of the words.  He consistently deals 
with different genres: pop-rock with James Brown and Tina Turner, ethnic explorations of 
Mediterranean sounds and rhythms, popular sacred music and classical music.  He has 
played digital instruments and medieval percussion with Bottari di Portico.  To national and 
international acclaim, he practices and teaches a type of music which is outside market 
patterns, paying attention to the past and to the future.  
 
 
 
PINO DANIELE 
 
With “Napul’è”, Daniele wrote what is probably the greatest contemporary classic of the 
Neapolitan tradition, a moving embrace to the city, its faces, and to the people living in it and 
making it live. 
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THE SONGS  

 “CARMELA” 
( Salvatore Palomba / Sergio Bruni ) 

 
Performed by  

Mina 
Danilo Rea  - Piano 

 

“ERA DE MAGGIO” 
(Mario Costa /Salvatore Di Giacomo) 

 
Performed by  

Misia 
And  

Avion Travel 
Avion Travel appears courtesy of Sugar 

Peppe Servillo – Voice 
Fausto Mesolella – Guitar  

Mimmo Ciaramella – Drums  
Flavio D’ Ancona – Keyboards 

Vittorio Remino - Bass 
 
        
 

“MALAFEMMENA” 
( Antonio De Curtis)  

Performed by  
 

Massimo Ranieri 
And  

Lina Sastri 
Arrangement  - Mauro Pagani and Mauro Di 

Domenico 
 
 

“COMME FACETTE MAMMETA” 
(Salvatore Gambardella/Giuseppe Capaldo) 

 
Performed by  

Pietra Montecorvino  
Abbes Boufrioua–  Voice  

Emidio Petringa -– Percussions  
Erasmo Petringa – Bass 

Eugenio Bennato – Guitar  
Arrangement Eugenio Bennato 

 
 
 
 

“VESUVIO” 
( Angelo De Falco detto Ezezi ) 

 
Performed by  

Spakka - Neapolis 55: 
Monica Pinto – Voice 

Antonio Fraioli – Percussions and  
Violin 

Gianluca Campanino - Tammorra 
Giacomo Pedicini – Double Bass  

Fabio Soriano - Sax Soprano courtesy 
of Terra Sonora 

Ernesto Nobili – Classic Guitar 
 
 
 

 “I TE VURRIA VASA’” 
( Eduardo Di Capua/ Alfredo 

Mazzucchi / V   incenzo Russo) 
 
                   Performed by  
                      Valentina 
      
 
          “DICITENCELLO VUIE” 

( Enzo Fusco / Rodolfo Falvo )  
 

                          Performed by  
                   Riccardo Ciccarelli 
 
 
 

“MARUZZELLA” 
( Renato Carosone/ Enzo Bonagura ) 

Performed by  
 

Gennaro Cosmo Parlato  
Piano -  Christian Schmitt 

Artistic Direction  -  Federico 
Vacalebre  

 
 
 

“ANTICA NINNA NANNA 
PARTENOPE” 
(Franco Alfano) 

 
                      Performed by  
                     Don Alfonzo 
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“’O SOLE MIO”  
( Eduardo Di Capua/ Alfredo Mazzucchi / 

Giovanni Capurro) 
 

Performed by  
Sergio Bruni 

Massimo Ranieri 
M’Barka Ben Taleb 

Arrangement Abdullah Chhadeh 
 
 
 

“BAMMENELLA” 
(Raffaele Viviani ) 

 
Performed by  
Angela Luce 

 
 
 

“PASSIONE” 
( Ernesto Tagliaferri / Nicola Valente / Libero 

Bovio ) 
 

Performed by  
James Senese – Voice and Sax  

Ernesto Vitolo – Pianoe 
Paolo Del Vecchio – Classic guitar  
Nicola Mormone – Classic guitar  

Rino Calabritto – Bass guitar  
Fredy Malfi – Drums  

           
 
               “TAMMURRIATA NERA” 

(E.A. Mario/ Eduardo Nicolardi ) 
 

Performed by  
Peppe Barra  
Max Casella  

M’Barka Ben Taleb  
Paolo Del Vecchio – Guitar  
Luca Urciuolo – Accordion  
Sasà Pelosi – Acoustic Bass  

Riccardo Veno – Marranzano Sipsi 
Ivan Lacagnina – Tammorre 

Pino Basile – Tammorre 
 

 
 
 
 

“ CHE T’AGGIA DI’ ” 
( Evemero Nardella /  Corrado Della   

Gatta) 
 
 
 

“DON RAFFAE’” 
(Mauro Pagani / Fabrizio De Andrè/ 

Massimo Bubola ) 
 

Performed by  
Peppa Barra  

Paolo Del Vecchio – Guitar  
Sasà Pelosi – Acoustic Bass 
Luca Urciuolo – Accordion 

 
 
 

“NUN TE SCURDA’” 
(Facchielli/Mantice/ Polcari/ Tesone/ 

Della Volpe) 
 

Performed by   
Almamegretta with Raiz,  
Pietra Montecorvino,  
M'Barka Ben Taleb 

Arrangement Pierpaolo Polcari, 
Gennaro Tesone 

 
 
 

“PISTOL PACKING MAMA” 
(Al Dexter) 

 
Performed by  

Al Dexter & His Troopers 
 
 

“CATARI’” 
( Mario Costa / Salvatore Di Giacomo)  

 
Performed by  

Fausto Cigliano 
Artistic production and arrangement : 

Fausto Cigliano 
Guitar: Fausto Cigliano 
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 “CARAVAN PETROL” 
(Renato Carosone/ Nisa) 

 
Performed by   
Fiorello 

Max Casella 
John Turturro   

Enzo Avitabile – Sax 
Arrangement  - Enzo Avitabile 

Andrea Aragosa – Artistic producer  
Mario Aragosa - management and production 

assistant  
 
 

“ MARECHIARE” 
( Francesco Paolo Tosti - Salvatore Di Giacomo) 

 
Performed by  

Fernando De Lucia 
Guitar and mandolins conducted by Raffaele 

Calace 
 

“FACCIA GIALLA” 
(Enzo Avitabile) 

 
Performed by  

Enzo Avitabile 
Bottari 

Scorribanda 
Arrangements  -  Enzo Avitabile 

Andrea Aragosa – Artistic producer 
Mario Aragosa -  management and production 

assistant  
 

“ A VUCCHELLA” 
( Francesco Paolo Tosti - Gabriele 

D'Annunzio) 
 

Performed by  
Enrico Caruso 

Conductor Josef Pasternak 

 

 

 

 
“CANTO DELLE LAVANDAIE 

DEL VOMERO” 
Traditional Song re-edited by Antonio 

Fresa 
 

Performed by  
Fiorenza Calogero 
Lorena Tamaggio 
Daniela Fiorentino 

 
“DOVE STA ZAZA’” 

(Giuseppe Cioffi/ Raffaele Cutolo) 
 

Performed by   
Pietra Montecorvino 

Max Casella 
Emidio Petringa – Percussions 

Erasmo Petringa – Bass 
Eugenio Bennato – Guitar 

Mohammed Ezzaime Al Alaoui  -Voice 
Arrangement  -  Eugenio Bennato 

 

“INDIFFERENTEMENTE” 
(Salvatore Mazocco /Umberto Martucci )  

 
Performed by  

Misia 
Paolo Del Vecchio – Classic guitar  

 
 

 

 

SANGH’ E’” 
( James Senese) 

 
Performed by  
James Senese 

Arrangement  - James Senese 

“NAPUL’ E’” 
    ( Pino Daniele) 

 
Perfomed by  
Pino Daniele 

Arrangement -  Pino Daniele 

 
 
 
 

(All: Non contractual credits) 
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For further information:  

Beta Cinema Press, Dorothee Stoewahse, Tel: + 49 89 67 34 69 15, press@betafilm.com, www.betacinema.com 
Pictures and filmclips available on ftp.betafilm.com, username: ftppress01, password: betapress 

 

 

BETA CINEMA (co-producer and world sales agent) 
 
Beta Cinema is the theatrical division of Beta Film. Launched in 2001, Beta Cinema has 
established itself as a "boutique operation" for independent feature films with strong 
potential for theatrical distribution. Beta Cinema's philosophy is to limit its selective 
acquisition policy of 10 to 15 titles per year in order to fully develop the theatrical potential of 
each title according to its individual character. Beta Cinema’s portfolio includes outstanding 
productions like JOHN RABE, which won four German Film Awards 2009, Cannes 2008 
Jury Prize-winning IL DIVO, Academy Award 2008-winning THE COUNTERFEITERS, 
Academy Award 2008 nominated MONGOL, Academy Award 2007-winning THE LIVES OF 
OTHERS and the Academy Award 2005-nominated DOWNFALL. 
Beta Cinema will continue to pick the most promising German films as well as to offer its 
service and expertise to other European producers looking for individual handling of their 
productions. 
Beta Cinema's strength lies in its focus on a carefully selected line-up and development of 
individual sales strategies with the perfect mix of marketing and festival platforms. Beta 
Cinema is the best address for established and up-and-coming independent producers and 
directors looking for individual international handling of their projects. 


